
 
 

 

Extended Enterprise Training: Streamline Your Efforts with an LMS 

By Doug Striker, CEO, Savvy Training & Consulting 

 

Remember the quaint old days when your training efforts could reach everyone in the firm personally? Those 

were the bucolic times when you could train everyone in a classroom or one-on-one.  

 

Today, even small firms have attorneys and staff who work from far outposts (aka “home”) or in distant offices. 

Our drive to keep employees who need flexibility and to compete for clients outside of our metro areas have 

scattered us hither and yon. 

 

So, the challenge to trainers is this: How do you keep everyone’s skills up-to-date so that the firm can move 

forward as one efficient force? 

 

The answer: a cloud-based learning management system, such as SavvyAcademy LMS. 

 

With a cloud-based LMS, you can do the following: 

 Create learning paths that everyone can access at any time. 

 Update materials for everyone with the touch of a button (rather than emailing or snail-mailing resources 

to each employee). 

 Track who is taking courses (and who is not) and keep tabs on their success rates. 

 Ensure consistency of skills across work groups or the entire firm. 

 On-board new hires from a distance using a pre-designed curriculum. 

 

All of this saves you time and saves your firm money. 

 

And since I’m big on efficiency, let’s talk about that: Imagine how much more competitive your firm will be 

with everyone – across their distant locations – working smoothly together for client goals. 

 

Why SavvyAcademy LMS? 

Now, why would you choose SavvyAcademy LMS? Simple: it offers all of the flexibility, support and 

continuous updates that you may expect from big, expensive systems at a fraction of the cost. And we support 

you better than anyone else. 

 

Among many other benefits, SavvyAcademy offers: 

 Both a state-of-the-art, intuitive delivery system as well as rich, continuously updated content - at 

an affordable price. Prior to now, clients had to purchase an LMS and the content separately and 

usually they paid a very high cost for both.  

 Off-site hosting and 24/7/365 support provided by Savvy Training & Consulting.  

 Trackable, reportable data down to each individual user.  

 Access to a social network of subscribers who continuously discuss challenges, ideas and successes 

that they are facing in their firms.  

http://www.savvytraining.com/#!training/cipy


 Complete control and customization opportunities for trainers and administrators who need to tailor 

their continuing education to individual attorneys, from new hires to seasoned legal eagles. 

 SavvyAcademy includes the entire SavvySMART Content Library: hundreds of training modules, e-

learning videos and tutorials, mini-lessons, interactive quizzes, software rollout kits, classroom 

materials, post-training materials, and hundreds of recorded webinars. 

 

Trainer Maritta Terrell, with Lloyd Gosselink Rochelle & Townsend, P.C., says this about SavvyAcademy 

LMS: “I have recommended SavvyAcademy LMS frequently to other firms because the premise of the Savvy 

LMS works: it is easy to use, there are two ‘flavors’ to choose from (in the cloud or locally managed in-house), 

the support is AWESOME (the best vendor support I’ve seen anywhere for legal products), and the price is very 

reasonable.” 

 

Contact Savvy Training if you'd like more information about this innovative system. 

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001GWkE6Z48lFoAtbZFj9NQUnbSSvhuxIzGF_BWFJP_loa4YfAfpd8cmKFms0B3AzLGIcKs80W9Z1fpEiGR2NOSDF3t_TQDcgp7fb2uN-na4cRUSDQkHOjhux6ftkBJIrq1WbbGzbsbgMFGxPofyLHDqg==

